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This is one of the most renowned planes in the world and a mainstay in Hitler's Blitzkriegs. It is great
to find a book about such an excellent airplane. Although, I expected more pictures and drawings, I
find the book a little short. Other than that, a fine addition to my personal library. I also recommend
the other books in the series with Watanabes excelent drawings (Messerschmitt Bf 109, Focke
-Wolf 190, P51 Mustang and F4U Corsair) .

This is an amazing book. The plates and drawings fantastic. This is an old well written book with a
lot of information for people that like WWII history, airplanes, and airplane modeling. Key book for
your Airplane WWII references.

This 56 page book with fine airbrush illustrations by Rikyu Watanabe offers fine printing and
graphics on substantial paper.It displays mechanical details and includes a brief overview of
operational use of this WWII German close combat support airplane.Tactical or operational stories
must be found elswhere, this book is about the machine. Appealing to a similar audience as the
Squadron/Signal publications, this work distinquishes itself by the quality of presentation and the

singularity of purpose. Originally issued by Crown in the U.S. Book'm Danno, take it to the checkout
clerk.

The book covers the initial engineering of this plane from the prototype units, to the final production
versions.An interesting read to help you understand how the plane was built, how it was used, and
how the men who flew them faired.Provides one with a very good perspective of this aircrafts role in
WWII.As a bonus it includes excellent fold out diagrams and pictures from Rikyu Watanabe.
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